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This invention relates to rotary diamond drill bits of 
the type having abrasive areas in which diamonds are em 
bedded, and having an outlet passage for drilling ?uid. 

‘In most known rotary drill bits of this general type the 
drilling ?uid is passed ‘axially into the bits and is then 
divided into a plurality of secondary jets in an end por 
tion of the bit, so that the ?uid assumes in each of such 
secondary jets a radial velocity component within the ?ow 
passage de?ned by the bit outlet and the bottom of the 
drill hole being excavated. This radial velocity interferes 
with the proper ?ow of ?-uid across the abrasive areas of 
the bit so that the diamonds are not kept in the clean, 
mud-free condition in which they will develop their opti 
mum cutting action. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an improved 
diamond drill bit in which the above and other defects of 
prior diamond drill bits associated with the ?o'w of drill 
ing ?uid are obviated. An object is to provide a diamond 
drill bit in which the drilling e?ectiveness is enhanced and 
maintenance problems reduced through a more e?ective 
design and cooperation of the abrasive surfaces and the 
drilling ?uid ?ow passages. 

Other objects will appear. 
Exemplary embodiments of the invention will be de 

scribed wi-th reference to FIGS. 4-11 of the accompany 
ing drawings given for purposes of illustration but not of 
limitation. ‘In the drawings: 
FIGS. 1-3 relate to a conventional form of diamond 

drill bit, FIG. 1 being a bottom plan view thereof, FIG. 
2 a section on line II-II and FIG. 3 a section on line 
III-III; 

\FIG. 4 is an idealized perspective view of the vein of 
drilling ?uid present within the cavities of an improved 
diamond drill bit according to a form of the invention; 
FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view of an improved drill bit 

according to the form of the invention shown in FIG. 4; 
FIGS. 6 and 7 are elevational views thereof on two 

mutually normal planes; 
'FIG. 8 is a bottom plan view of drill bit according to 

another form of embodiment of the invention; 
1FIG. 9 is a similar view in yet another modi?ed em 

bodiment; 
vFIG. 10 is a side view of a ribbed or ?uted drill bit 

according to a further modi?cation, and 
FIG. 11 is an idealized perspective view analogous to 

FIG. 4 showing the shape of the drilling ?uid vein present 
in the cavities of another form of drill bit according to 
the invention. 
Some of the shortcomings of conventional drill bits will 

?rst be brie?y described with reference to FIGS. 1-3, 
which illustrates a typical diamond drill bit of a widely 
used type which need not be described in detail, beyond 
saying that the bit includes three generally helicoidal 
albrasive areas 5 which are studded with diamonds, and 
(between which three helicoidal grooves 3 are de?ned, 
which constitute outlet channels for drilling liquid de 
livered into and through the bit by means not shown. 
FIG. 1 shows a vector diagram of the flow velocities of 
the ?uid in an outlet groove 3. It will be noted that there 
is a radial velocity component V1 of the ?uid with respect 
,to the bottom of the hole being drilled. The vector V2 
indicates the relative linear velocity of rotation of the 
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drill-hole bottom with respect to the bit, and the vector 
V3 is the resultant velocity of the ?uid with respect to 
the bit. 
As shown in FIG. 2, the drilling ?uid is delivered as 

indicated by arrow 1 into an axial passage of the drill 
bit. It is noted that FIG. 2 is only a half view, showing 
the borehole and drill bit on one side of the center axis 
2. The arrows 4 indicate the ?ow velocity of the ?uid 
through an outlet channel or groove. The sectional view 
of FIG. 3 serves merely to illustrate the ?ow passage for 
drilling ?uid which is de?ned between the bottom of a 
groove 3 on one side, and the surface 6 of the well being 
drilled on the other. - 

The type of drilling ?uid ?ow thus provided in con 
ventional diamond drill bits of which the one illustrated 
in FIGS. l—3 is a typical example has several serious draw~ 
backs. Thus, the ?ow section of the passages usually 
diverges, so that the ?ow velocity decreases. Moreover, 
the ?uid ?owpath includes a portion in which the ?ow 
velocity is parallel to the bottom of the well, as will be 
particularly clear from FIG. 2.1 Moreover throughout 
the ?o-vwpath the ?uid is channeled in the outlet grooves, 
so that it is prevented from streaming across the diamond 
studded cutting areas 5 of the drill bit; such streaming 
however would be extremely desirable in that it would pro 
vide a much more e?icient washing action preventing the 
accumulation of mud which otherwise plugs the diamonds 
and limits their cutting action. Objects or" this invention 
are to eliminate these di?iculties. 
According to an aspect oi the invention, a drill bit com 

prises at least two component parts provided with dia 
mond-studded abrasive areas, said parts being separated 
by an intermediate cavity of relatively narrow width di 
mension and of generally ?at rectangular (or slot-like) 
shape, the midplane of which coincides with a diametric 
or radial plane of symmetry of the drill bit, and means 
are provided for injecting the drilling ?uid from an axial 
inlet passage into said cavity. It will be appreciated that 
with such an arrangement the drilling ?uid, rather than 
being subdivided into a plurality of comparatively ineffec 
tive minor streams retains its full dynamic impetus or jet 
e?e‘ct throughout its ?owpath through the tool and the 
total variation of momentum to which the ?uid stream 
is subjected is made to occur over a considerably smaller 
area of ground, than is the case in conventional drill bits, 
so that its cleaning or ?ushing action gains considerably 
in effectiveness. Moreover as will presently appear a 
streaming of the ?uid across the abrasive surfaces of the 
bit is produced thereby improving the sustained cutting 
ability of the diamonds imbedded in said surfaces. 
The above features will be more clearly apparent from 

a consideration of FIG. 4 which intends to illustrate the 
form of the liquid vein present within the internal cav 
ities of an improved drill bit, the actual solid portions 
of which are not shown. Thus the portion 7 of the ?uid 
vein is that ?owing through the axial delivery or inlet 
passage of the drill bit. As the ?uid issues from this inlet 
passage it is pinched or laminated within the ?at cavity 
de?ned between the two parts of the bit as earlier stated, 
thereby constituting a narrow, high-velocity sheet of ?uid 
having increased e?ectiveness, in contrast with the several 
jets into which the ?uid vein divides in conventional drill 
bits of the kind ?rst described. 

It may here be noted that in certain types of diamond 
drill bits of the prior art the drill bit has been provided 
with a narrow slot-like cavity along a diametrically ex— 
tending plane thereof, into which the drilling ?uid was 
injected. However in prior drill bits of that type the 
cavity separating the abrasive elements of the drill in 
cluded ?ared outer portions towards the side edges of the 
end of the drill bit, thereby greatly reducing the jet effect 
developed by the ?uid vein. Moreover the bit was so 



forces set up‘ by’ the rotation of the drill. 

,face while portion 21 is smooth. . ; 

shaped that the, ?uid flowpath included a sectiondire'cted 
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outward and upward of the drill bit, so that the tangential . 
velocity effect of the jet was all but completely suppressed. 

my invention is' so designed that the jet eifect ‘of the ?uid 
is retained throughout the entire ?owpath, andso that 
the impact angle of the ?uid jet against the bottom wall 
of the Well being drilled approximates 90°. Further, the 
vane-like shape of each abrasive, element in the improved 
drill bit,.as will presently appear, results in increasing the 
pressure differentials‘ across each abrasive H area, thereby H 
improving the effectiveness of the washing or ?ushing ' 
action. . 

Thus, returning 

direction up to the point of impact of the ?uid against 
the bottom of the hole. True this purely axial ?ow con 

,In contrast, the ?at separating cavity of the drill bitof~ ' ' 

.10 

_ to FIG. 4, it willbe notedthat the ?ow ' ‘ 
velocity of the drilling ?uid is axially directed, i.e. is‘ par» 
allel to the axis of,the drill hole, and retains such axial 

15 

dition tends to 'be disturbed by the action of centrifugal ~ 7 
However, this 

adverse effect can and preferably is disposed with, ac 
cording to the invention, as by providing recti?er ba?le 
means, e.g. as shown at 9 and 10 within the cavity (FIGS. 
~5, 6 and 7), which will act to restore the axiali?ow of 
the ?uid. , > . ' 

vThus, referring again to FIG. '4, it will be noted that 
‘the ?ow velocity of the drilling ?uid is, ‘all along the outer 
‘edge of the slot 17, directed perpendicularly to the wall of 

However the main part of the ?ow must "be _ V 

30 v p . 

. ing?uid discharged‘in afast solid jet oi‘ a'?at sheet-like 

the hole. 7 V 

axially directed; _i.e., parallel to the. axis of the drill hole 
‘and this condition tends to be disturbed by the action‘ of 
centrifugal forces set up by the rotation of the drill. ‘Such .. 
an adverse effect can be, and is preferably’ controlled, ac 
‘cording to the invention, by providing'recti?er ba?ie 
‘means; e.g.',_ as shown at 9 and 10 within the cavity, 
which will act to restore the axial. ?ow ofythe ?uid. 

Reference will now be-made to FIGS. 5-7 which illus- ' 
trate the actual construction of oneform of drill bit ‘ac 
cording to the invention. Thedrill bit comprises a bit 
Stock 11 formed with an axial 'bore'12 through ‘it for the ' 
delivery of the drilling ?uid, and provided at its top with 
a tapered threaded section 1.3 for connection with'a drill 
shank. The bit further includes a generally semi-oval 
‘drill head 14'which is divided by a generally diame'tric' 
cut or slot 17 into two, spaced elements 15 and 16. - It 
will be appreciated that ‘it is the slot 17 inthe ‘drill bit 
shown in FIGS. 5-7 which provides the ?at vein of ?uid 
referred to previously and designated 8 in FIG. 4., 'The 
ends of the spaced elements 15 and'16‘are tapered in 
wardly in'the manner shown’ in clotted lines 17a in ' 
56 and 7 to provide a relatively ?at conical concavity<17b 
in the end of the drill bit. 7., . V V . ’ 

According to an advantageous feature'in thisform of 
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7 .side of the slot. 
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smooth portions 19 and 21 which are nearest the bit axis. 
The same con?guration applies to cutting area 20. ' 
A pair of diametrically opposed stabilizer projections 

23 and 24 are provided on the upper end of'lthe bit stock 
111 for centering'and guiding the bitin its rotation, the 

V projections 23 and 24 being adapted to engage the sides 
of the drill hole and consequently being diamond-studded. 
Preferably moreover a pair :of opposite tapered projec 
tions 25 and 26 are provided on the inwardly directed 
facing surfaces of the two elements 15 and 16, so as to 

“reduce the size, of the core that tends to form inside thev 
gap‘ or slot 17. Any small corethatdoes form is quickly 
broken up by the jet of drilling ?uid discharged through 
said slot. 

' As shown in .FIG. ‘5, the drill bit is adapted'in operation 
"to be rotated in the direction indicated by arrow 27. 
Hence,v referring ;to this direction of rotation, it will [be 
observed that the abrasive area 18 of element 15 ‘is dis 
posed on the trailing side from the‘ slot 17 and the up 
wardly oifset‘ smooth area 21 of the other element 16 is 
disposed on the leading side from slot_17.. Similarly 
abrasive’area 20‘ is on'thetrailing side of. the slot while 
the upwardly displaced smooth area 19‘is ‘on the leading 

I V Tlie's'mooth, area 19, 21 of each element 
of the bit should be upwardlyoffset a minimum amount 
so as not substantially to‘ engage the ‘bottom of the‘drill 
‘hole (since it is not ?tted with diamonds) vwhile still being 
capable of limiting or preventing'the‘leakage of drilling 
fluid inthe forward direction of rotation of the bit} ~ , 

In. the operation of the drill hit just described, the drill 

. con?gurationthroughuslot 17' strikes the bottomrof the 

40 

' 7V3, which drives‘ 1t under andacross the trailing abrasive 

the invention, each of the bit elements 15. and 16 is "pro— ' 
vided with an abrasive. area on only one-half of its, cutting 
‘edges. The element 15 has adiamond-Studdedabrasive 
area only in the ‘half-portion 18 :of its edge surface 
where-as the half-portion 19 has none; similarly element 
16 has an abrasive area on the portion-20 ofits edge sur 

The smooth portions 19 and 21 of the respective bit ele 
ments 15 and .176 are displaced orroffsetrupwardlyjfroin 
the related abrasive portions‘18 and 20, as willbeclear 
from FIG. 7. 
that the ,cutting areas are shaped stepwise. ' Considering 

It will also be‘ notedfrom FIGSJ'6 and 7;,6'5 

60 

for instance cutting area 718 ,of'element' 15, lthere. is’ a~~ 
i-lowermostcontour line 22 (also-see FIG. 5,) ‘fromeither 
side of .whichf'the adjacent con-tour linesare positioned 

' ‘at higher elevations over the surface of area 18, the three 

‘ steps spaced radially inwardlyofcontour‘22 thus de?ning a. segmentof an axial cavity in the bottom surfacejofithe ' ' 

bit. The other segments thereof are provided by the cor- ' 
vresponding steps on, abrasive portion 20. andiby ther're- ' 

a; spective. adjacent indentationv 'on those extremities“; ‘of 

70 

drill hole with maximum force. As'learlier noted and as 
indicated by the vector diagram ,-in_:FIG. 7, the radial 
velocity component of’the ?uid is substantially zero, while 
it is ?owing through the bit. Thel?ui'd ‘?ow velocity has 
this characteristic becausethe narrow slot width prevents 
the ?uid from attaining any substantial velocity perpen 
dicular to the midplane of the slot'while the tendency 
of the ?uid to ?ow in a'rradial direction parallel to said 
jmidplane is counteracted by, the inwardly directed radial 
velocity components induced by ba?ies 9 and 10. On 
vstriking the bottom of the well the?uid is "deflected tan 
gentially, as indicated by ‘vector, V2’ and assumes the 
resultant velocityv relative tothe bit indicated »by vector 

surface on eachaside of the bit; It will be appreicated 
that for a given discharge rate V1 of the ?uid the effective- ' 

; ness of the ?ushing actionv of the ?uid ‘on 'the- abrasive 
surfaces will be the greater as “the-velocity ratio _V2/V1 
'is greater, and hence as the angular ratejofbit‘rotation is 
high?f- . . . , , ' I 

The velocity diagram indicated achieves a dual bene 
?cial e?ect. In the ?rst place the ?uid, on striking the 
i‘bOttOITl’Of the well, is .subjected'to a variation in its 
momentum which is very high (let eifect) and thus exerts 
.a' maximum ?ushing eifect‘jagainst the iwell bottom. 
{Thereafter the ?uid on being de?ectedtangentially exerts 
a similar effective ?ushing action on the cutting area of 
the bit. It will be appreciated that the'width dimension 
of the slot .177 ‘shouldibe, :sopredetermined ‘as to provide 
an optimum‘ value for the axial discharge" velocity V1 
andla tangential velocity V2’consist'ent with the abrasion 

I ' resistance’ ofjtheibit surfaces inwhich the’ diamonds, are 
‘imbeddedt Flowr-velocities' in’ a range of 60rmet'ers per 
second aregenerally foundisuitable. , ,It is'important to 
:note that since, .accordinglto the :invention, the drilling 
fluid 'is' released from ‘the’ bit an‘ extremely short distance 
from theibottom of the well, the ?ow-velocitiesused may 

:‘if, desiredxbe selected atsubstantially lower values than 
Ginconventidrial. bitsi.‘ The distanceat which the jet is 
"releasedffrom therbit'i's only a millimeters from‘the 

' bottom of the well,‘ ,i.e. a ‘distance crorrespondingrtoithe 
projecting length. of ‘the diamonds.‘ Y 

It will be understood thatthecontours'of the bit shown 
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in FIGS. 5 to 8 may be varied considerably without de 
parting from the teachings of the invention. The contours 
selected by way of example are typical of those widely 
used at present. 

In the modi?ed embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the gen 
eral construction is the same as described for the ?rst 
embodiment, the only difference being the fact that the 
two elements 28 and 29 of the bit, separated by the gap 
or slot 30 according to the invention, include abrasive 
cutting areas 31 and 32 which are of generally triangular 
form, tapering toward the end of the bit. 

In the further modi?cation of FIG. 9, the arrangement 
differs from those heretofore shown in that both elements 
33 and 34 of the bit, separated by the gap 35, are ?tted 
with diamonds throughout their end surfaces, there being 
no o?set smooth areas as in the ?rst embodiment dis 
closed. Such a bit may prove advantageous in that the 
drilling ?uid discharged through slot 35 will have less 
tendency to escape by leakage past the end surface of 
the bit element positioned in front of the gap in the 
direction of rotation. The ?ushing effect is thereby further 
improved. However, a drill bit of the type shown in 
FIG. 9 is obviously more expensive both to construct, 
owing to the greater amount of diamond material required, 
and to operate, since more hydraulic power must be 
applied to offset the increase in the total pressure loss 
sustained by the drilling ?uid across the end surfaces of 
the bit. 
As already noted, the effectiveness of the ?ushing action 

increases as the rate of bit rotation is increased. How 
ever, in case of an excessively high rotational velocity, 
the centrifugal force acting on the body of the drilling 
?uid contained in the central slot of the bit tends to throw 
the ?uid outwards and the washing effectiveness in the 
central parts of the cutting areas may then be decreased. 
As earlier indicated, this may be remedied by the provi 
sion of recti?er blades 9 and 10 (FIGS. 5 and 6) within 
the slot. Alternatively, the cross sectional shape of the 
slot in a plane normal to the drilling axis may be modi?ed 
as by increasing its width dimension to-ward the center 
of the bit. 

In the modi?cation shown in FIG. 10, the general con 
struction of the drill bit is similar to that shown in 
FIGS. 5-7. It additionally includes a pair of longitudinal 
?anges or ribs 36 and 37 projecting normally from the 
elements 15 and 16. These ?anges 0r ribs serve to oppose 
equalization of the pressures obtaining on opposite sides 
of the oppositely disposed elements of the bit. That is, 
it may be observed that the drill bit of the invention can 
be compared to a revolving vane in which an excess pres 
sure tends to build up ahead of the end of each element 
of the drill bit in the direction of drill rotation and a 
corresponding pressure drop to the rear thereof. The 
resulting pressure differentials tend to increase the rate 
of ?ow of the drilling ?uid past the abrasive areas and 
hence the effectiveness of the diamond-?ushing action. 
Normally however these pressure di?’erentials may be can 
celled by the establishment of a flow of ?uid across each 
outerface of the bit. This undesirable pressure-equalizing— 
effect is opposed by the provision of the ?anges or ribs 36 
and 37 in that the same subdivide the area de?ned on the 
outer side of each element 15, 16 thereby opposing the 
equalization of pressure on said side of each element 
and correspondingly enhancing the pressure differentials 
noted. 

In all of the embodiments of the invention heretofore 
described, the drill bit was provided with a single dia 
metrically extending slot or gap between two parallel 
spaced bit elements. However, the number of bit ele 
ments is not necessarily limited to two. Thus there may 
be provided three bit elements separated from one another 
by three circumferentially equispaced slots or gaps through 
which the drilling ?uid is discharged. FIG. 11 illustrates 
the appearance of the ?uid vein present in the cavities of 
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6 
a drill bit thus constructed. It is believed that in the 
light of the explanations already given, the construction 
of a drill bit according to the invention wherein the cavity 
con?guration will be substantially that shown in FIG. 11 
can readily be inferred by those familiar with the art so 
that further detailed description of such embodiment 
would be super?uous. 
What I claim is: 
1. A rotary drill bit comprising stock means adapted 

to be attached to the lower end of a drill pipe and pro 
vided with a generally axial passage for the delivery of 
the drilling ?uid and a head means secured to said stock 
means, said head means being constituted by at least two 
portions extending longitudinally of the axis of said drill 
pipe, each of said portions having at least one abrasive 
area on an outer surface of said head means and at least 
one surface de?ning a respective wall of a slot, extending 
at least from said axis, to the outer surface of said head, 
said walls being symmetrically disposed on opposed sides 
of a plane passing through said axis and being shaped 
so that, along at least a portion of said axis, the width 
of said slot, at any point in a plane perpendicular to said 
axial plane, is not greater than its width at said axis. 

2. A bit as recited in claim 1 wherein only two of said 
portions are employed, each de?ning substantially one 
half of said head means, and wherein said slot extends 
entirely across a diameter of said head. 

3. A bit as recited in claim 1, wherein along at least 
a portion of the axial extent of said head, said surfaces 
de?ning respective walls of said slot are ?at over the 
entire radial extent of said head. 

4. A bit as recited in claim 1 wherein said surfaces 
de?ning respective walls of said slot converge in a radial 
direction from said axis to the periphery of said head along 
at least a portion of the axial extent of said head. 

5. A bit as recited in claim 1 wherein each of said 
portions also has a smooth area displaced axially away 
from the bottom of said bit with respect to said abrasive 
area. 

6. A bit as recited in claim 1 wherein each of said 
portions extending longitudinally of said drill pipe in 
cludes a tapered projection extending into said slot from 
said surface de?ning a respective Wall of said slot. 

7. A drill bit as recited in claim 1 further comprising 
ba?le means mounted in said slot for de?ecting said 
drilling ?uid towards said axis in a direction parallel to 
said axial plane. 

8. A drill bit as recited in claim 1 wherein each of said 
portions comprises, on an outer surface thereof, at least 
one longitudinal rib for engagement with the sides of a 
drillhole to oppose equalization of the differential pres 
sures set up across the surfaces of said portions during 
drill rotation. 

9. A drill bit as recited in claim 1 further comprising: 
at least two stabilizer projections on said stock means 
for engagement with side walls of the drill hole; and 
abrasive means mounted on the engaging end surfaces of 
said projections. 
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